Rome the Second Time: The Voice of Rome: Giuseppe Gioachino Belli 1791-1863 was the author of a series of over 2000 sonnets in popular Roman speech, which were not published during his lifetime. The Roman sonnets of G. G. Belli: Giuseppe Gioachino Belli Italian Literature Before 1900 in English Translation: An. by Giuseppe Gioachino Belli. Textualities G. G. BELL: ROMAN POET - JStor From "On Christ's Nativity" – Five sonnets TLS 'On Christ's Nativity': sonnets by G.G. Belli, translated by Anthony Giuseppe Gioachino Belli 1791-1863 composed well over two thousand Romanesco sonnets on what Frances Trollope called 'almost every conceivable'. Giuseppe Francesco Antonio Maria Gioachino Raimondo Belli was an Italian poet, famous for his sonnets in Romanesco, the dialect of Rome. Out, everybody, everybody out! - The Romanesco Sonnets of. This entry was posted in Book Covers by Todd. Bookmark The Roman Sonnets of Giuseppe Gioachino Belli, Back Cover. The Roman sonnets of G. G. Belli: 54p., preface, very good trade paperback in pictorial wraps. Reissue of the original 1960 Jargon edition. The inscription reads: TO THEIR POET / G. G. BELLI / THE PEOPLE OF ROME. From the Roman Sonnets: Once there was a King who sent out an edict to his 996 de Rome à l'Europe » Sonnets de Giuseppe Gioachino Belli par. Giuseppe Gioachino Belli was born in Rome in 1791, just on the cusp of the 19th century.